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Weather

Inside The News
The shuttle shuffle:
Undergraduate Student
Government president Jason Jackson is proposing
some changes in the shuttle
system.

Volume 75, Issue 26

Classroom construction begins
by Julie Tagllalerro
administration reporter

Blinded by the light:
Wednesday, mostly sunny.
High near 60. Winds variable around 10 mph. Wednesday night, clear. Low near
40. Thursday, sunny. High
60 to 65.

Bowling Green, Ohio

University officials broke
ground Tuesday at a ceremony
beginning the construction of a
new technologically advanced
classroom building.
The two-story, 95,000 squarefoot project, located on the intramural fields behind the Business Administration Building,
will include three teleconferencing rooms and center, four lecture rooms, nine classrooms varying in size and one computer
classroom.
There will be $1.8 million in
new technical equipment, including an audiovisual center, audio
and visual screens and equipment in some of the classrooms.
The building will also have a
fiber optic distribution system
linking the facility with the Jerome Library, the Cent rex Build;

"Trie building is an investment that allows [the University]
to prove the quality of the academic programs. This is the
bunding which most directly symbolizes the academic
programs of the University."
Eloise Clark, vice president for academic affairs
ing and WBGU-TV. The facility's
computers will also be linked to
the OhioLink system, through the
connection to the library.
University President Paul Olscamp said in his address to officials, faculty and staff that the
building is essential to provide a
better learning environment for
students.
"Today we are here to fulfill a
dream and break new ground for
a new classroom building," Olscamp said. The number of classrooms is limited now, Olscamp
said. Because of a lack of classroom space, the types and num-

bers of programs offered are restricted, he said.
Present classrooms do not have
the audio, visual and telecommunication services necessary for
instruction, Olscamp said.
"Certain technological tools
are as essential as a blackboard
and chalk," Olscamp said. In addition, many of the academic
buildings were constructed prior
to 1960 and do not have the proper wiring, temperature controls
and access to phone lines.
Olscamp said constructing the
new building costs less than
renovating existing buildings to

make them technologically efficient.
John Mahaney, president of the
University Board of Trustees,
also said the building is a necessity because of the technology it
offers.
He said he has seen improvements take place at the University during the last decade and said
the building will "make the institution greater than it already is."
Eloise Clark, vice president for
academic affairs, called the
ground-breaking ceremony a
time "for reaffirmation of the
value of education."
Clark addressed the importance of the new building to bring
the focus of the University back
to educating students.
"Lately our sense of institutional commitment and common
purpose tend to diminish," Clark
said. "We must guard against being overly tolerant in shortcom-

Clinton to

visit OSU-.
Tuesday
for rally

Q Page three.

Alumnus meritus
awardus:
A University alumnus
from Rhode Island was honored with the Recent Graduate Award due to his East
Coast fund-raising efforts
forBG.
□ Page three.

by Beth Grace
The Associated Press

Outside Campus
Better Watchowski:
A 34-year-old Hasklns
man was arrested Monday
after narcotics agents and
Wood County sheriffs
agents found more than 10
pounds of marijuana in his
residence and his vehicle.
Mark Watchowski was
charged with trafficking in
marijuana and taken to the
Wood County Justice Center
on $5000 bond. Watchow.«ki
posted bond and is scheduled to appear in court on
Oct. 2.
Walking problem?:
University President Paul
Olscamp was involved in a
two-vehicle accident at the
intersection of South Main
and West Washington
streets Monday afternoon,
resulting in moderate damage to a University-owned
car.
No one was injured.
At 12:52 p.m. Olscamp was
eastbound on West Washington Street, the police report
stated. The driver of the
other vehicle, Elizabeth
Mendoza, 19, of McClure,
was traveling on South Main
Street and apparently did
not stop at the red light and
entered the intersection,
striking the front of the 1990
Oldsmobile Olscamp was
driving.
The University's vehicle
was able to be driven following the incident. The other
vehicle, a 1988 Chevy van,
received only light damage.
Mendoza was cited for
failure to stop at a red light.

Lottery
CLEVELAND - Here are
Tuesday night's Ohio Lottery selections:
Pick 3 Numbers: 0-7-3
Pick 4 Numbers: 1-6-3-0
Buckeye 5:21-24-26-35-36
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$20 million.
Compiled from stuff and
wire reports.

ings which foster public disenchantments."
Clark said faculty and staff
must continue to provide quality
education for students. She said
the advancements the building
offers will aid in this effort.
"The building is an investment
that allows [the University] to
prove the quality of the academic
programs," she said. "This is the
building which most directly
symbolizes the academic programs of the University."
The building is projected to
serve students beginning spring
semester 1994. According to
Patrick Fitzgerald, general manager of WBGU-TV and master of
the ground-breaking ceremonies,
the new building will allow students to learn from people and
resources not present at the University.
The cost of the building is $13.5
million and is funded by the
state.
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Breaking ground for the new building, (from left) Vice President
for Academic Affairs Eloise Clark, Board of Trustees President

John Mahaney, University President Paul Olscamp, and master of
ceremonies Patrick Fitzgerald dig into the Intramural field.

COLUMBUS ~ BUI Clinton
planned to campaign at Ohio
State University on Tuesday, facing the renewed possibility of a
three-way presidential race.
Clinton was scheduled to speak
at a late afternoon rally. His visit
comes three days after President
Bush's train tour of Northwest
Ohio.
Bey Burtzlaff, press secretary
for Clinton's Ohio campaign, said
Clinton woul-' iiscuss the main
issues in his c-apaign.
"He will talk about the need for
a strong economy, more jobs,
better educational opportunities
and affordable, accessible health
care," she said.
Burtzlaff said she did not believe Clinton would discuss the
possibility that Ross Perot may
See Clinton, page four.

Group questions Mural, art festivals hoped
faculty's proposed to add appeal downtown
move to unionize
by Chris Miller
courts reporter

by Michael Zawackl
faculty reporter

able to do under collective bargaining is protect people, especially those who have a minority
The Advocates for Academic opinion.
Independence have published a
"Collective bargaining is a
second flier directed to the Bowling Green State University Fac- mechanism where individuals
ulty Association, this time ques- have a way of being protected,"
tioning the BGSU-FA's plans "to Stoner said.
Another issue contained in the
organize and implement an open,
democratic process in a union- flier questions whether faculty
ized, collective bargaining re- members not wishing to be part
of the collective bargaining unit
gime."
Milt Hakel, acting coordinator should be forced to pay a memfor the Advocates of Academic bership fee.
Independence, said his group Is
"In some collective bargaining
questioning how the BGSU-FA
will handle the issues outlined In contracts non-members must pay
the flier if the University faculty for union services that they rendoes Indeed become a collective der on [the faculty's] behalf,"
Hakel said. "I oppose anything
bargaining agent.
Ron Stoner, chairman of the that is mandatory."
Stoner said administration and
BGSU-FA, said the questions
posed by the Advocates for Aca- faculty negotiators can negotiate
demic Independence ore fairly for "Fair Use Fee" charges. This
money is deducted from the pay
easy to answer.
Hakel said he bellves the most of members of the unit being
Important issue listed Is how the bargained for, to pay for the barunion would distill the views of gaining unit services.
Stoner said the "Fair Use Fee"
the faculty.
"Faculty are a tremendously Is always less than union dues.
Hakel said he has received
diverse group," Hakel said. "It's
conceivable that some of the some very positive feedback
diversity might lose some of its from the first flier.
"Generally people are glad to
voice In a majority rule situasee another point of view," Hakel
tion."
Stoner said diversity is true for said. "Some [faculty] thought
any democracy and what the fac- they were all alone in their oppoulty association will really be sition to unionization."

The wall of a downtown building may provide the canvas for a
colorful mural if a city organization can convert its plans into action.
At a recent meeting, the Community Art Team discussed wall
murals and other art-related activities as ways to enhance the city's aesthetic appeal.
"We're at the beginning stages,
just getting our goals set," said
Downtown Business Association
Director Jim Tinker, who has
been instrumental in getting the
art team organized.
"We want to foster an atmosphere of support for the arts," he
said.
Judy Brown, owner of Hotel
Lobby Doughnuts, 105 S. Main
St., attended one of the team's
recent meetings and said she
likes what the group is suggesting.
"I think it's good that they're
promoting all kinds of art, not
only painting, but music and
dance as well," Brown said. "I
think it's real positive."
The Community Art Team Is
the result of a move by the
Downtown Business Association
to initiate projects to benefit the
Bowling Green community as
well as local businesses. Tinker
said.
While long-term goals of the

"I think it's good that they're promoting all kinds of art, not
only painting, but music and dance as wel. I think it's real
positive."

Judy Brown, Hotel Lobby Doughnuts owner
team include a Northwest Ohio
jazz festival and a fall arts and
crafts festival, the wall mural
could become a reality as soon as
next year.
"We look to have a mural
painted on a downtown building
by June of "93," Tinker said.
No exact location for the mural
has been chosen, but the east wall
of the Good Tymes Pub building
is one distinct possibility, Tinker
said.
"The owners of Good Tymes
said we could use the outside of
their building for the mural," he
said.
Tinker said he hopes to entice
the city schools to get involved
with the project.
"Hopefully we can appeal to
the schools to have a contest over
the winter where the students
draw or paint a scene depicting
the history or geography of
Bowling Green, then submit it to
the Community Art Team," he
said. "The art team would then
pick several to be incorporated
Into the mural."
Bowling Green Mayor Wes
Hoffman said he was in favor of
the idea.

"The idea sounds great to me,"
Hoffman said. "I just hope they
get their funding."
Tinker said the art team is in
the process of gathering information from the Ohio Arts Council on how to acquire the funds
necessary to get the project
started.
"Eventually, we want this
group to be able to fund itself,"
Tinker said, explaining that a fall
arts and crafts festival could
help raise funds for future community projects.
Another long-term goal of the
team, one that would require
considerable funding, Is the
renovation of the old Milllken
Hotel on the corner of Main and
Wooster streets.
"One of our dream plans la to
convert the Milllken Hotel into
an art gallery," Tinker said.
The hotel, which was built before the turn of the century, Is an
ornately decorated structure that
includes a stained-glass dome
over its dining room, expansive
marble floors and solid oak finishings.
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USG guilty of bickering,
too divided to be effective
\A)nat else is new? We're just one
VVmonth into the semester and
already the Undergraduate Student
Government on this campus has been in
the news more for in-house bickering
than it has for actually accomplishing
something useful.
For those of you who missed it, last
week USG conducted its annual fall
elections - complete with the kind of
controversy that would make real politicians like George Bush and Bill Clinton proud.
Two potential senatorial candidates,
Scottie Michaelis and Pete Martone,
were removed from the ballot for violating rules established by USG's Elections and Opinions Board. Both disputes
involved minor technicalities over the
candidates' petitions, and in particular,
the use of faulty social security information next to a couple of the petition
signers.
Clearly, the two candidates broke the
rules and a punishment was in order.
The leaders of USG chose to take the
hard-line stance that these types of
rules are the glue that holds the organization together. Breaking them would
only damage the integrity of such an
important and sacred campus institution. Therefore, USG decides rules are
rules and anyone who breaks them will
have to pay the consequences.
The point became moot, at least for
Michaelis, when he went on to win a
senate seat - despite being forced to
run as a write-in candidate. Meanwhile,
Martone attempted to use a flier - an
unapproved flier - to let voters know he
was still running for an on-campus senate seat. Then, after Martone won the
election, the powers-that-be in USG decided to take a stance once again and
deny him a spot on the General Assem-

bly. After all, rulesare rules.
So as a result we have opposite factions of USG accusing each other of intentionally keeping certain individuals
off the ballot and out of USG for purely
political reasons. Or, as Michaelis said:
"I really believe there are people in
EOB, including the president and vice
president, [whose purpose is]to limit
the progress of liberal, progressiveminded leadership."
So what happens? We have a group of
student leaders --OUR representatives
and OUR voice - spending more of
their time arguing about politics and
political affiliations than they do about
the real issues. Well, when did USG
turn into a Democratic/Republican,
"Our party is better than your party"
organization, and what purpose does
that serve to all of the other students at
this University?
It serves no purpose at all, just as
USG is serving no purpose at all. What
ever happened to all of the issues -- issues that the students elected these
representitives to fight for? They are
swept under the rug while our representatives bicker over who's a conservative, who's a liberal or progressive,
who's a Democrat and who's a Republican.
We here at The News believe it is
time for everyone in USG (and those
left off the ballot looking in) to lighten
up for a change. Stop with all of the infighting and get down to work.
Now is the time for USG to stop v/ith
the false promises and get down to accomplishing something that will actually help the students of this campus.
That is, if our student representatives
can actually stop bickering long enough
to work together. It's really not asking
too much. After all, it is their job.

Riding the rails with the Poob
Riding the rails with America's
Grand Poobah, George Herbert
Walker Bush, wasn't exactly
what I envisioned.
When I found out I would be a
passenger on "The Spirit of
America," I thought it would be
my chance to ask our esteemed
leader the really tough questions,
like, "May I have another cocktail weenie, Mr. President?" or
"Where's the ladies' room?" I
had pondered a few other possible questions but decided to stick
to ones that would get me
straight answers.
I wouldn't have asked things
like, "Why, after directing the
nation to read your lips, did you
sign the second largest tax increase in history? And why are
you making the same promises in
this election only to be silenced
by your presidential watchdog?"
(Not Millie, but Marlin.)

Guest Column
Christina Wise
I would have shied from asking, "Why do you continue to
claim America is not failing economically, even when our nation
is facing the largest budget deficit in its history ?"

the president while on the train.
He was somewhere with Barbara, planning his next mud-slinging expedition.
While on board the Bush train,
surrounded by members of the
Secret Service, I was a bit awestruck. Despite my criticisms
toward the master of family values, it was amazing to me that I
was on the same train as the
president of the United States of
America. The screaming Republicans who had been at the rally
could only imagine and drool in
envy.

Or, "Do you think if the restrictive forces of communism
had not been so valiantly pried
Maybe I should consider voting
from Yugoslavia, war would not for Bush. After all, it was a nifty
rage there now?"
experience.
Recession schmession.
"What exactly did you mean
What's four more years?
when you said 'education president'?"
Christina Wise is city editor of
But I didn't get to ask him a The News and would like to thank
single thing.
the White House for the peanuts
The truth is, I didnt even see and goldfish crackers.

Homosexuality not the social norm
The BG News:
When I submitted my letter on
September 18 ("Gays are not minorities," The News), I really
didnt anticipate so many responses attacking the point I was trying to make.
I didnt say that I was against
gays having their rights ensured
or that the homosexual population was on the verge of a revolution - let's be realistic here.
It seems as if everyone has
based their reasoning just on the
Oregon Bill article. I myself disagree with some of the provisionsi in thatb
that bill, but let's broad-

en the perspective and come to
an understanding at what gay
rights activists are fighting for at
a national level.
Yes, I know they are fighting
for equal opportunity like everyone else, but did you know that
they are also fighting for their
employers to provide health care
benefits to their domestic partners?
Why? They aren't legally married, but they are fighting for
that right, too. It seems as though
they are fighting to have society
accept homosexual activity as a
social norm, but it is wrong from

both a social and biblical perspective.
I have a very clear understanding of the problem in Oregon; I
also have no feeling of threat
whatsoever within me. I am very
shocked that you can't see the
difference between the two
struggles. It just proves the old
street proverb: "It's a black
thang, you wouldn't understand,"
because you obviously don't.
Christopher HiU
Sophomore
Secondary education
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Bush's BG speech boring;
he should agree to debate
Like just about everyone else
in the Midwest, I happened to be
at the railroad tracks Saturday
for quite an alarming display of
reactionary faith in the failed
politics of the Republican Party.
And what a shindig it was. Positive Sweat was there - they
brought their Muzak. The Hitler
Youth ... oops ... College Republicans (I keep confusing the two)
were there in numbers, although
they looked more like they were
dressed for a funeral than for
their mighty, fearless, Salvadoran-baby-killing leader. Maybe
they were just a month and a half
early with their attire.
I figured I'd try and get on the
goat of the Secret Service, so I
didn't shave and wore old, torn
up jeans. I guess they were expecting me. I got right through.
However, a female friend of
mine, wearing shorts and a tank
top, was "frisked" by Secret Service fellows who must have
thought she was hiding a gun in
her underwear. Hmmm...

"Hey, Baker, see what you can
do about this Perot guy. By the
way, grab me a cold Amstel
Light."
"Right away, Mr. President,
sir." (Baker kisses the large diamond ring on Bush's pinkie).

Scott DeKatch

Baker and Bush send their
toughs down to Texas around the
time of the Democratic National
Convention in New York. After
gagging and beating Perot, and
threatening to have him terminated and replaced by the Purdue
chicken guy, Perot gives in.
grandchildren will flip burgers
"All right guys, you've got me
for minimum wage at McDonby the wallet."
ald's."'
After this, Gardner went on to
Perot withdraws his candimake the Republican Party dacy.
sound like the next best thing to
God himself. I couldn't help reMeanwhile, back at the White
sponding with a loud "Amen!"
House, Bush is watching a rebroadcast of the Democratic
"And, though I mist confess, Convention.

I hall-expected Dana Carvey
to get out of the train
dressed up as George Bush,
it really takes seeing the
president in person to
realize what a good job
Carvey does."

"Hey, Jack, there's a cute one."
"No kidding. Let's get her."
And you thought stuff like that
only happened when Sharon
Stone made guest appearances
on "Saturday Night Live."
And then the president came.
And, though I must confess, I
half-expected Dana Carvey to get
out of the train dressed up as
Where would this world be
George Bush, it really takes seeing the president in person to re- without whistle-stops and trealize what a good job Carvey mendous (to use Rep. Gardner's
wording) displays of affection
does.
for a political ideology that relies
So he spoke. If I remember on flag-waving, insult-flinging,
correctly (the adrenaline rush issue-avoiding and slicing up the
brought on by actually seeing the world for a lucrative profit?
The above question brings me
'leader of the free world' or
whatever he is left me in a bit of to the next part of my column.
a daze), he said something like,
"Wahhhhh ... I won the war
How are we supposed to take
against a Third World nation the
size of New Jersey... Wahhhhh ... Bush seriously when he is chickBill Clinton dodges the draft like ening out of debates? His cancelI dodge debates and he will burn lation of the Louisville debate
in Hell for it... Wahhhhh ... I had was the second. Call me oldto get up early in the morning for fashioned, but aren't debates
this damn train ride ... Wahhhh ... kind of essential to a presidential
my opponent consults U2 while I campaign?
sleep with John Major and Boris
Maybe Bush is afraid that Mr.
Yeltsin and we decide just how to
Clinton will use his scholarly Oxcut up the rest of the world."
Somewhere around there I ford rhetoric to twist the debate
to the left. Maybe Bush is afraid
drifted off to sleep.
that he has no chance of winning
Actually, the most exciting a debate against even a brainpart of the whole thing was state dead opponent.
representative Randy Gardner's
Wrong. Bush did a mediocre
fire-and-brimstone praises of the
Republican party and their ex- job at best four years ago in his
ploits. It went something like, "I debates with Michael Dukakis,
remember back in the 50s when who was beyond brain-dead.
Let's imagine this scenario:
then-Vice President Tricky Dick
Months ago, Bush starts getNixon sat down with Nlklta
Khruschev and the red commie ting suspicious when Texas bilpigdog said, 'Your grandchildren lionaire Ross "I'm too wealthy
will live under Communism,' and for my" Perot announces he may
Nixon replied, 'Shut up and make or may not run for the presime another martini, Nick. Your dency.

"Doggone it. Baker! Where on
God's green earth did Clinton find
that tape of Jack Kennedy shaking his hand? I thought I had that
destroyed along with the Kennedy assassination evidence
back when I was in the company."
"Well, I dunno."
"Get on it. Baker ... better yet,
get Ouayle on it."
"Yessir!"
Clinton starts walloping Bush
in the CNN/Newsweek polls and
even gets an endorsement from a
space alien (actually, evidence
points to BGSU College Republicans President Scott Ziance
dressed in an alien costume he allegedly bought at a garage sale in
Latrobe, Pa).
The Bush people use Vice
President J. Danforth Quayle as a
decoy. Ouayle pisses off the public, ranting about what a slut
Murphy Brown is, misspelling
words on national television and
making his Hollywood debut as
the star of "Wheel of Cheese: The
Pat Sajak Story."
Meanwhile, Bush strikes a deal
with Perot.
"All right, Ross, it's like this.
You re-enter the race. You won't
get a good amount of votes, but
you'll split the remainder enough
so that I win the big states and
get the electoral vote."
"What makes you so sure of
that?"
"Ross, Ross, Ross, I was head
of the CIA."
Oh, what a tangled web we
weave.
Scott DeKatch, a junior creative writing major from Youngstown, is a columnist for The
News.
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1986 graduate receives award
Rhode Island resident will not "shut the door" on University
by snarl L.Veleba
contributing reporter

'1 have done well [because
oil BG -1 think it's my turn
to return the favor. They
gave me an education, and
it's my time to share."

A 1986 University graduate is
the recipient of the 1992 Recent
Graduate Award for his continued involvement with the University.
Brock Bierman, Recent
Brock Bierman, of Cranston,
R.I., received the award for be- Graduate Award recipient
ing involved with the University
and his local community.
"It's kind of humbling," Bier- Club, founded the University's
man said. "It's absolutely one of Rhode Island alumni chapter and
the high points of my Bowling was president of the
1,500-member New England
Green experience."
While many students graduate Alumni Chapter.
The President's Club is an orand shut the door on their University experience, Bierman re- ganization for people who want to
mained active in the President's contribute money to the Univer-

sity. Contributors can specify
where they want their donation
to go, Bierman said. A graduate
with a degree in journalism, he
said he directs his donations to
the Journalism department of the
University.
"I have done well [because of]
BG - I think it's my turn to return the favor," he said. "They
gave me an education, and it's my
time to share."
Bierman, who received the award at the Bowling Green-East
Carolina football game, is the
president of Investigative Services, an insurance fraud investigation company he founded.
Ho is also a Republican candidate
for the state senate in Rhode
Island.

"[Pollsters] say I'm winning
right now. If the election were
held today, I'd win," he said.
In addition to his University
and political activities, Bierman
is also a participant in the Varnum Continentals, a Revolutionary War re-enactment contingent
in which he has the rank of lieutenant in the Rhode Island militia.
His other community activities
include the Boy Scouts of America, the Rhode Island Historical
Society, Sons of the American
Revolution and the Rhode Island
Republican Party.
Bierman credits professors
Lawrence Jankowski and Harold
Fisher for the success he garnered as a student and graduate.

Professor has research quoted
Television viewing habits of BG residents monitored in survey
by Michael Zawackl
faculty reporter
University assistant professor
of telecommunications Douglas
Ferguson Is quoted in the most
recent issue of Psychology Today, from an article he had published last spring in the "Journal
of Broadcasting and Electronic
Media"
The article consisted of
research and a survey done by
Ferguson in the spring of 1990 on
television viewing habits. The
research included the motivations for watching television, and
in particular, the correlation of

guson said.
Ferguson also discovered that
younger viewers changed channels more often than older people
and male viewers change channels more frequently than female
Douglas Ferguson, telecommunications professor viewers. However, the gender
differences vanish with younger
using remote controls while trol substantially altered this people, as channel changing bewatching television.
selection process.
comes almost equal.
Ferguson said he suspected
By surveying 583 Bowling
there would be changes in the Green residents at random by
"Younger people raised on
way people watched television.
telephone and asking them about Nintendo are a lot more eager to
One of the aspects Ferguson their viewing habits, Ferguson change channels," he said.
said he studied was channel found that people with remotes
Ferguson said this research is
repertoire, or a person's channel do watch more channels, but at a important on a practical level.
selection. He then studied slight increase of only two or
"Networks and advertisers
whether the presence of a video three more channels.
have to adjust to new viewing
cassette recorder or remote con"I found that surprising," Fer- patterns," he said.

"Younger people raised on Nintendo are a lot more eager to
change channels. Networks and advertisers have to adjust
to new viewing patterns."

Give another birthday Give blood.

USG recommends
6-month permits,
new shuttle paths
byJenl Bond
student government reporter
Undergraduate Student
Government made recommendations concerning a
half-year parking permit, the
establishment of a bidirectional shuttle and an express shuttle in proposals
submitted to the department
of Parking and Traffic today.
USG President Jason Jackson said the half-year parking
permit is necessary for students who will graduate in
December and anyone else
who will only have a car on
campus for one semester. The
price of a permit is currently
$30 for the entire year or $2 a
week. Jackson said the halfyear permit should cost $15 to
$20.
"Students are the only people who have to pay for parking and they get the worst
spaces," Jackson said. "Anywhere else, when you are the
consumer, you get the prime
parking space."
Currently, only seniors who
graduate in December can
get the $12.50 refund, which
is available only after graduation, according to Jackson.
"A lot of students don't
want the hassle of going
through the process to get the
refund, especially because it
is only available after they
graduate," Jackson said.
Jackson is also proposing
the development of an express shuttle and a bidirectional shuttle. According
to Jackson's plan, the express
shuttle would run from the
Visitors' Center, to Jerome
Library, to the Union and
back to the Visitors' Center.
"The addition of an express
shuttle would provide students with faster travel,"

Jackson said. "One of the
biggest complaints we
received about the shuttle is
its untimeliness and slowness."
The express shuttle would
run during the prime academic hours from 7:30 am. to
7:30 p.m., Jackson said, and
the bi-directional shuttle
would also make the University transportation system
more flexible and timely,
Jackson said.
"Students need to be able to
count on the shuttle more,"
Jackson said. "The best way
to speed up this process is to
increase our options."
The bi-directional shuttle
would run counter-clockwise
around campus, and eliminate
the stop at the Education
Building because of the oneway street, according to
Jackson.
Jackson said he is aware
these proposals will cost
money.
"I looked at the Parking and
Traffic finances, but I don't
know if they are currently
spending all of their budget,"
he said. "If they are, maybe a
re-allocation of funds [is
needed] to best serve students."
The department has not reviewed the proposals yet, but
Jackson said they have been
"very positive" about the
suggestions.
A Parking and Traffic official, who wished to remain
anonymous, said it may take
until the the end of the semester to review the proposals
and decide what will be done.
The department has one of
the toughest jobs around,
Jackson said, but needs to
turn its attention to students.

4t HOME VOLLEYBALL FRIDAY & SATURDAY... 7 PM, ANDERSON ARENA
FREE POOL

FREE POOL
presents

E MPEROR
HENRY 1
by
Luigi Pirandello

For reservations call

FESTIVAL

%ailMilliards
Oct. 1-3 and 8-10
at 8:00 pm
Oct. 4 at 2:00 pm
Eva Marie Saint
Theatre
Bowling Green
State University

372-2719

AIR FORCE ROTC UNITS
FILLED TO CAPACITY
NOT!
Don't believe everything you hear. The Air Force continues
to seek outstanding students to (ill future officer
requirements. See yourself becoming a leader, graduating
from college as an Air Force officer with fully developed
qualities of character and managerial ability. Notice, too,
the opportunities. Like eligibility for scholarship programs
that can pay tuition, textbooks, fees...even $100 in tax-free
income each academic month.
Visualize a crisp uniform that reflects pride in yourself and
your ability to accept challenge. Get the picture? Now
make a call!

419-372-2176
AIM HIGH-AIR FORCE

,

SEASON

Monday: Ladies Day- Ladies play
free from open to close.
Wednesday: Half Price Night- All
Tables are half price from 6pm-close.
Tournament
Coming Soon

D

S C O V E | Y

SERIES

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9 AT 8 P..M.
KOBACKER HALL, MOORE CENTER, BGSU
TICKETS: $22, $16 AND $10
for more Information oml to
mow tickets, catt 4IW2-8M
1992-93 season subscriptions art
wow am sale— artists Include The
American Dance Theatre. Koao.
Malcolm DatgHsb ami the
American Boycboir with Glen
Veiex

Hours:
Sun-Thurs2pm-lam

Fri- 2pm-3am
Sat-12pm-3..m

353-7665
145 N. Main St.

raESEYTED BY THE COLLEGE OF MUSICAL A*T5 AT IOWU.V. GIEEM BUI nflVEtSITY
WITH GBiOfUS StWOKT ROM GTE AND ACTS MIDWEST

CAMPUS
SHUTTLE

CAMPUS POLLYEYES

free to Residents of

Food: Braurwurst German Potato Salad
Sauerkraut
$3.75
German Beer Specials
• Paulaner Oktoberfest • Spaten
• Celebrator DoDDlebok • Warsteiner Draft

OKTOBERFEST SPECIALS

WINTHROP
TERRACE

along with
• 3 great locations
• Free heat & water
• 24 hr. maintenance
• Laundromats
• 1 & 2 bedroom Apts.
• 1 & 2 full baths
Taking Applications for
2nd Semester

352-9135

1992-93

THE BILLY TAYLOR TRIO
AND TURTLE ISLAND
STRING QUARTET

We offer a complete line of cue sticks
and accessories plus dart supplies

s Rill
°"Da"

OF

i
j
]

I
I
I

SMALL PIZZA AND POP
- __
4.50

For any Small One hem
Pan Pizza and One Pop
Extra Hems 80t each
larnniurn For Froo Defcwry S3 50
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
352 MM
PAQLIM'S
352-7571
NM good WwiAAfOr* Cer aEaovet IM 5*92

440 E. Court

LG. PIZZA SUB OR REG. SUB
_
Choree ol
2.75
* men Pizza or
Regular Italian Sub
MMwnwm For f'~ Oekvery 13 50
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
352-MM
PAOLIAI'S
3S2-7S71
Not Oooe WWi «ny On» Oa» • EaprM 10-1S-92

Jail For Delivery

ANY LARGE SALAD
^haf* Turttey * V»g«ttn*n
Dressing House. Russian.
Italian, 1000. Dt Dressing
Mnmur" For F-— F«w*i> U 50
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
3S2-MU
PAOLIAI'S
352-7571
•W Good *•■ »"» OVx* CXV • ElD>rM 10-15-SS
« *»,A
3.00

352-96

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK
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Man, 31, charged
with arson, murder

Look Ma -- No Hands!

The Associated Press

Th; BC Ncw^Chrli Havlty

Making the most or a free ride In a Marines trainer airplane Tuesday morning, sophomore music education Laurel Hill sets a
camera filter afloat during a zero-gravity maneuver 3,500 feet

over Bowling Green. Marine pilots gave Hill and about 20 other
people rides as part of their fall recruiting effort at Wood County
Airport.

NAPOLEON, Ohio - An Indiana man was charged with setting fire to a downtown building
in which three people were
killed, a prosecutor said Tuesday.
The former New Wellington
Hotel had been used to house
poor people.
William Mohr, 31, of Grablll,
Ind., was arrested Monday and
charged with one count of aggravated arson and three counts of
aggravated murder. If convicted,
he could be sentenced to death.
Mohr was being held Tuesday
in the Allen County jail in Fort
Wayne, Ind. He was expected to
be arraigned Wednesday in Napoleon, about 35 miles southwest
of Toledo.
Three people were killed in the
Jan. 21 fire, including 6-year-old
Roger Butts Jr. Richard Rhoads,
19, and Kevin Brown, 28, were
the other victims.
Henry County Prosecutor John
Hanna said the fire was set in
two places.
Hanna said Mohr stayed at the
hotel in 1988. He said Mohr once
ran a tree-trimming business
with the son of the hotel's former
owner.
Hanna declined to disclose a
motive.
In 1988, Mohr was sentenced to
one and a half years in prison for
a convenience store break-in in
nearby Liberty Center.
The hotel had been converted
to housing for the poor a month
before the fire.

Half of the block-long, fourstory hotel collapsed before firefighters brought the fire under
control.
Twelve people were rescued
from windows, and 16 people
were treated for smoke inhalation.
Residents said they were
awakened by the sound of flames
sweeping through the building.
The owner, Guy Hill, 34, had
been renovating the hotel's restaurant and bar. About 40 rooms
had been converted into temporary housing for the poor.
The state fire marshal's office
was in the process of revoking
the license of the hotel. The office began revocation proceedings, in part, because the Wellington was being used as an
apartment building rather than a
hotel.
Inspectors found 29 code violations during visits to the hotel in
1990 and 1991. The violations included excessive use of extension cords and missing fire extinguishers.
All of the 1990 violations were
corrected. But some violations
found last year were not.
On two visits last year, including one in December, inspectors
found that the building's fire
alarm system wasnt working.
The license revocation action
was authorized after the December visit. But hotel operations
couldn't be stopped until an administrative process was completed.
The fire caused about $750,000
in damage.

Clinton
Continued from page one.

dacy," she said.

revive his suspended campaign
for president.
"Clinton... is not changing anything he says or does to reflect
the possibility of a Perot candi-

She said polls conducted in
Ohio and nationwide show Clinton leading Bush with or without
Perot in the race.

But Bush's Ohio campaign
spokesman, David Yost, said
Ohio is a toss-up.
Yost said he hoped Clinton
would discuss his main campaign

platforms.
"Yeah, he'll talk about his program, which is to spend more
money. To do that, he's going to
have to raise taxes and increase
regulations," he said.

CRIME STOPPERS 352-0077

Pre Dedication Art Festival

CELEBRATING THE NEW ADDITION
OF THE FINE ARTS BUILDING
October 1,1992
Demonstrations

v.-'.

10 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Artists
/

25% of*
Art Supplies
'&
Art Trade
Books

^T
ft c\ f\ r\r\

Samples

University Bookstore
(Student Services Building)

77

/

'f \

T

Art Supply Companies
Demonstrating
Products.
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Hockey season is only a Low budget teams are
drop of the puck away the wave of the future
by Alex Brlcker
sports writer

ber of the hockey team next
season. McMillan moved to
Southwest Missouri State where
October is just a few days away he is a member of the golf team.
and that means just a couple of
The Falcons have 11 freshman
weeks until the start of the Bowl- recruits this year and will have
ing Green hockey season.
four goalies competing for the
It has been about six months starting position. Senior Angelo
since the last Falcon game, but Libertucci will be fighting to rethe 1992-93 season is just around gain the starting spot back from
the corner as the Falcons will sophomore Will Clarke who
host the University of Toronto on earned the number one spot in
Oct. 16 at 7 pm at the Ice Arena. the final 17 games of the season
The contest versus Toronto was last year. Libertucci and Clarke
originally supposed to be an ex- will be facing some competition
hibition game but was recently from sophomore Nathan Cressswitched to an official game. man and freshman Aaron Ellis.
NCAA teams are allowed to play
34 games but a 35th game is alBG is coming off of the worst
lowed if it is against a foreign season in school history after goteam at home.
ing 8-21-5 overall and 7-20-5 in
There have been a few changes the Central Collegiate Hockey
in the BG roster since last Association, and failing to make
season. Defenseman Ken Klee the playoffs. The Falcons will
opted to sign a contract with the have to rebuild their offense in
NHL's Washington Capitals. order to be a threat in the league
Forward/Defenseman Arls Bri- this year.
manis chose to forego his junior
Besides losing Klee, BG also
and senior year to sign with the
Philadelphia Flyers and attend lost Peter Holmes, Martin Jirtraining camp with the American anek, Dan Bylsma, Otis PlageHockey League's Hershey Bears man, Jim Solly and Llew Ncwana
to graduation. These six com(affiliate to the Flyers).
Forwards Rick Lacroix and bined for most of the offensive
Andy McMillan transferred to threat(78 of 133 goals) and will be
different schools. Lacroix went hard to replace. Brett Harkins
to the University of Illinois- and Brian Holzinger could be
Chicago where he will be a mem- counted on as offensive leaders.

With baseball winding down,
football in its initial stages and
basketball in its off-season
trading sprees, much is spotlighted for discussion and deliberation.
It is nice to see the Pittsburgh Pirates qualify for another shot at the pennant. Jim
Leyland is the best manager in
the game today. Do you think
Bobby Bonilla understands
that now? If money was the
source for a championship
team, the Dodgers and Mets
would be battling for a berth in
the World Series this year. It is
a pleasure to witness a scenario like this in a game dominated by the dollar. Getting
back to the Pirates, what a feat
it would be if they defied the
odds and won the World Series.
Incidentally, this same trend
is happening all around the
world of sports as we speak.
The high payroll of the Los Angeles Raiders has rendered
few rewards as the "Raiders of
the Lost Art (Shell)" have began the season with four wins
and no losses. However, the
Pittsburgh Steelers possess
one of the league's lowest
payrolls and have still managed to win three games and
lose only one. This is a pat on
the back to every little man out

Whoever the leaders may be,
they will have help from a few of
the Incoming freshmen.
Forward Mike Hall had 40
goals and 68 assists for 108 points
and had penalty minutes in 53
games. Forward Mark Lindsay
scored 41 goals and 26 assists for
67 points and had 91 penalty
minutes in 48 games. Also, forward Jason Clark had 27 goals
and 53 assists for 80 points and
had 66 penalty minutes in 47
games.
Last season, the Falcons were
playing with a somewhat inexperienced defense. Injuries to
Klee (which kept him out for
most of the season) and Plageman left the defense struggling.
With injuries to other members
of the defense, the Falcons sometimes found themselves rotating
five defensemen throughout
games. The Falcons now have
some veterans at the blue line.
Returning will be juniors Glen
Mears, Todd Reirden and Jeff
Wells. Other experienced returning defensemen are sophomores
Brandon Carper and Greg de
Vries. This defensive squad will
have to reduce the figure of the
4.76 goals per game average of
last season to help the Falcons
improve their overall game.

Magic returns to NBA, Lakers
full time, and he'll be checked
and double-checked by doctors
who admit they don't know just
what the grind of professional
basketball will do to a man with
Johnson's medical condition.
He'll be back, wearing No. 32,
flashing that big smile and playing the game as only Magic can.
"It's time to go back to work,
it's time to have some fun," Johnson said. "I think the positives
outweigh all the risks. That's not
saying there are no risks, because life itself a risk. But being
out there, I won't be worried
about that. If I was concerned
about that, I'd still be retired."
The mood this time was decidedly different from that retirement announcement 327 days
ago.
"This is a lot more relaxed ...

byJohnNadel
AP sports writer

INGLEWOOD, Calif. - Unable
to leave the game he loves even
to fight for his life. Magic Johnson returned to pro basketball
Tuesday.
Less than a year after retiring
because he had contracted the
AIDS virus, Johnson announced
that he will play again this season
for the Los Angeles Lakers and
said it was only natural.
"That court is where I belong,
no matter what happens," Johnson said, speaking in the same
room where his bade his sad,
shocking goodbye last Nov. 7.
"I'm playing again," he
beamed. "Yeaaaa. Finally."
Johnson probably won't play

HOT! HOT! HOT!
$u You On Tha Beach

SPRING BREAK 1993
with

CAMPUS GET-AWAYS

better," said Johnson. "It was pics this summer. It was that
much tougher then because I was success and the lack of additional
medical problems that convinced
having to say goodbye."
Johnson's wife, Cookie, said he Johnson to return.
was behind his decision to return
"totally... 100 percent."
"The true test for me was playSince Johnson announced his ing against the players in pracretirement, there had been a tice on the Olympic team and
steady stream of speculation and watching as I was just getting
controversy about his future, better and better, playing hard
mixed with his triumphant ap- against them every day, going at
pearances in the NBA All-Star it like it was a regular game,"
Game in February and the Olym- Johnson said.

there stuggling for prosperity.
For Cavs fans, let us hope
this trend becomes obsolete
before November because the
Cavs maintain one of the
highest payrolls In the National
Basketball Association.

Guest Column
Steve Seasly
Back to baseball, my MVP
for the American League is Joe
Carter of the Toronto Blue
Jays. He has 33 home runs, 116
runs batted in and 303 total
bases for the season. More importantly, he has guided the
Jays to a probable division
championship.
In the National League, Gary
Sheffield is my choice for
MVP. His near triple crown
triumph should be rewarded
even if the Padres have sputtered late in the season. He
leads the league with a .330
batting average with 33 home
runs and 99 runs batted in.
Other players who deserve
mention for a great season
effort are Darren Daulton of
the Philadelphia Phillies (27
home runs, 106 RBI), Bip

Roberts of the Reds (.325, 44
stolen bases), Dave Winf ield of
Toronto (26 home runs, 105
RBI), and Don Mattlngly of the
Yankees (291., 40 doubles and
179 hits).
Turning to the gridiron, the
Dallas Cowboys, Philadelphia
Eagles, Miami Dolphins, and
Buffalo Bills have experienced
great success early on in the
season. With the addition of
Keith Jackson at tight end, the
Dolphins will become nearly
impossible to stop on the
offensive end of the ball. The
key for them will be their defense.
I still stick by my preseason
pick, the Eagles to win it all.
Their great defense will be the
deciding factor.
To conclude, I focus on the
roundball of the NBA I commend the New York Knicks for
their off-season acquisitions.
Patrick Ewine. Charles Smith,
Charles Oakley, Doc Rivers
and Bo Kimble give the Knicks
a tremendous core of talent
that will be tough to beat come
next June.
What is the difference between the Knicks and the Cavs
you ask? The Knicks want to
win an NBA Championship.
Steve Seasly is an assistant
sports editor for The News.

Dudley's Racquet Shop
Racquetball & Tennis Equipment
*
*
*
*

Excellent selection of all court shoes!
Rubber grips installed
Tennis & Racquet balls
Restringing of all racquets

Hours: Mon.-Thur. 10-7, Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-5
COUPON
' | Q

/Q oft

of squash or racquetball racquets or eyewear.
432 S. Reynolds Rd. Toledo

Phone:531-4257

Pheasant Room Specials

M. %—
Wednesday Special
All You Can Eat Spaghetti
$4.25

Located
in the
University
Union

372-6945

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted alter 4:30 tor on campus students.
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95+ card holders.

1^800-2-CANCUN

NOW OPEN AT 11:30 a.m.

CALL NOW TO BE A REP AND EARN A ES£EJRJ£

YOU'RE ONE IN A MILLION

Now enjoy fresh baked breadsticks
and pizza for lunch.

Now featuring Personal Pan Pizza
with one item-$ 1.99

Alpha XI Delta
Congratulates Their
Sisters for Their Spring
Academic Achievements
Susie Campbell

Polly Pankratz

Stephanie Conway

Lisa Roman

• Krysta Cosianzo
Jute DaHn

Now featuring Breadsticks
with Pizza Sauce
$1.99

Luncheon Menu-11:30 a.m.-4;00 p.m.
Personal Pan Pizza
9 inch Pizza

Kristin Rows

Shelli Sanderson

■ Danielle Furlong

Jodl Schaefter

• GallGudehus

Stacey Sharp

y matrix

ESSENTIALS

Tammy Sharp*

Shawnle Lee

Valerie Szostak

Jen McGee

Holly Vldourek

Breadsticks w/Sauce
Variety of Subs

Quantum 90 Cards accepted after 6:00 p.m. for on campus students.
Quantum 90 Cards accepted after 11 30 a.m. for 95+ plan holders.

Trad Salmerl

• Chelsea Furlong

' Julie Kahlenberg

JLJ specially for
You. Especially for
Your Hair. A hair
care system to meet
your hair and scalp
needs. A Matrix
Essentials Regimen
as individual as you
are. Call today.

Ql A

9\ T

HAIR STUDIO

Seethe
Use a coi

m.

V A1#VE UlUJ.UJoostcr
mmm «--354-8533

$2.00 off Q haircut
Expires Oct 31, 1992

1-800-332-AIDS
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BG ruggers wreak havoc on Ohio
Ruggers defeat
Dayton, Ashland,
Oberlin and
Ohio State-Marion
by Jim Fooarty
Special to The BC News

Special to The BG Ncws/RogcrMazzarvlla
Wing Scott Woodruff makes the pass to fullback Matt Harms that resulted

ID

Bowling Green's first try against Dayton.

ALE

CAUTION!
SOME PEOPLE CONSIDER THESE BOOKS DANGEROUS
AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY • THE BIBLE • ARE VOU THERE.
GOD'ITS ME. MARGARET • OUR BODIES OURSELVES • TARZAN
ALICES ADVENTURES IN WONDERLANO • THE EXORCIST • THE

Because it's free! The
U.S. Government Printing
Office has a free catalog
of new and popular
books old by the
Government. Books
about agriculture, energy,
children, space, health,
history, business, vacations, and much more.

Find oul whai Government books arc all about.
Send for your free
catalog.

Free Catalog
PO Box 5-000
Washington DC
20OI3--'0OO

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

PUT YOURSELF IN
THE SPOT LIGHT!

CHOCOLATE WAR • CATCH-22 • LORD OF THE FLIES • ORDINARY
PEOPLE • SOUL ON ICE • RAISIN IN THE SUN • OLIVER TWIST • A
FAREWELL TO ARMS » THE BEST SHORT STORIES OF NEGRO
WRITERS • FLOWERS FOR ALGERNON « ULYSSES » TO KILL A

Have a CARICATURE done of
yourself or with friends

MOCKINGBIRD • ROSEMARY S BABY • THE FIXER • DEATH OF A
SALESMAN » MOTHER GOOSE ' CATCHER IN THE RYE • THE
MERCHANT OF VENICE

•

ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF IVAN

DENISOVICH • GRAPES OF WRATH • THE ADVENTURES OF
HUCKLEBERRY FINN • SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE « GO ASK ALICE

When: September 30, 1992
Time: 12-3 pm
Place: Union Oval

BANNED BOOKS WEEK- CELEBRATING THE FREEDOM TO READ

FIRST COME,
FIRST SERVE
$1.00 for first person,
506 each additional person

September 26 through
October 3, 1992

wit
372-2851

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

For more info., Stop by
the r®b@ office 330
Union, or call 372-2343
or the info line @ 372-7164

HOURS
Mon. • I hui s 8-6
Friday 8-5
Saturday 9-5

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

The BG News wants your opinion
The Opinion page of The BG News invites anyone interested
in writing a guest column to submit their personal views on a topic. Each day
a different topic will be featured and the two best columns (containing
opposing opinions) will be in the paper the following day.
The topics for next week are:
Tuesday October 6 - - Should faculty unionize?
Wednesday October 7 - - Has the Navy done enough to correct problems
resulting from the Tailhook scandal?
Thursday October 8 - - Do we need the classroom building currently being
built in the intramural field?
Friday October 9 - - What are your views on welfare reform?
All submissions must be typed and 400-500 words in length. Anyone wishing to
submit a column must include their name, telephone number, major and home
address. All submissions for next week must be received by Friday October 2.
If not delivering in person, please submit to:
Opinion Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall
i

Like the Mongol hordes of old,
the Bowling Green rugby team
spread across the state of Ohio
last weekend to deal out its own
brand of havoc and destruction.
The Falcon ruggers beat the University of Dayton 53-5 and 41-0,
Ashland College 45-5, Oberlin
College 33-0, and Ohio StateMarion 15-0.
"1 can't speak for the teams we
played, but it was a very productive weekend for us," BG's vice
captain Matt Paskiet said. "This
team is about as focused on our
ultimate goal as any I've played
on."
That goal is to win the Midwest
Universities Cup and return to
the National Championship as the
Falcons did three years in a row
in the late 1980s.
"I was concerned about our
poise in the big game once the
schedule toughened up," head
coach Roger Mazzarella said.
"But vets Paskiet and Doug Slagle have done an excellent job of
keeping the lid on when things
aren't going as plannned."
After having knocked off number four ranked Notre Dame and
undefeated Dayton, Mazzarella is
working toward the November 7,
Midwest finals.
"My coaching cliche book says
my reply is supposed to be 'we're
taking them one at a time.'"
Bowling Green didn't waste
any time jumping all over Dayton's defense. Fullback Matt
Harmes opened the scoring with
a try after wing Scott Woodruff
drew two defenders opening a
hole in the Flyers' backfleld.
Harms returned the favor less
than five minutes later for Woo-

druff whose try put the Falcons
up 10-0.
Dayton native Doug Slagle put
on a show for his hometown fans
with two bursts up the weak side
for tries.
"U.D. had been trash talking us
all week," Slagle said. "They
were awfully quiet after the
game though."
Wing Grady Slack added to his
nearly insurmountable lock on
the national scoring championship with three tries and four
conversion kicks. His 23 points
gives him 84 for the season and a
40 point lead over his nearest
rival. Also scoring tries were
center Scott Sutorius and prop
Steve Halloran.
The second match against Dayton was virtually the same except
that it featured the complete collapse of the Flyer offense. The
Falcon defense kept Dayton bottled up in its own end the entire
evening while the offense seemingly scored at will.
Hoocker Erich Kuehnle scored
three tries and center Kurt Bittner punched over a pair. Flanker
Tom Clark and wing Carlos Aragon scored on solo efforts while
fly half Bill Watson's three conversions made the final 41-0.
Against Ashland, the entire
seven man backfield scored tries
in the 45-5 victory. Bittner got
two more and Marc Delmas,
Aaron Svitana, Fabian Macarie,
Brian Barbaric, Brian Pennex
and Brian Self got one each. Rookie lock Matt Berg got the lone
try for the Falcon forwards.
Barbaric picked up a pair of
tries against Oberlin as BG won
that match 33-0. Also scoring
tries were Najeeb Rassie, Delmas and Jack Durham.
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Browns receivers Athletics clinch AL West title
still not catching
the football
by Anne M. Peterson
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

BEREA, Ohio - Sunday's 12-0 loss to the Denver Broncos marked
the second game that a Cleveland Browns wide receiver has not
caught a pass.
Sunday, running backs Leroy Hoard and Eric Metcalf and tight end
Pete Holohan accounted for all of Cleveland's 75 receiving yards.
Two incomplete passes were thrown to wide receiver Michael Jackson, including a 10-yard pass in the Broncos' end zone late in the
fourth quarter.
Through four games, the Browns have amassed only 53 receptions,
an average of less than 13 catches a game. The NFL average after
three games was 52 catches per team.
Of those 53 catches, only 10 are by wide receivers - eight by Jackson and two by Jamie Holland.
The Browns, hampered by injuries at quarterback, have relied
more upon the running game than on the wide receivers. Recently
acquired quarterback Mike Tomczak, a replacement for injured
starter Bernie Kosar and backup Todd Philcox, completed nine of 19
passes for 75 yards and two interceptions in Sunday's loss to the
Broncos.
Tomczak was acquired Sept. 16, after Kosar broke his ankle during
a 27-23 Monday night loss to the Miami Dolphins. He was thrust into
the starting position when Philcox broke his thumb in the Browns'
28-16 win over the Los Angeles Raiders.
"I understand the receivers always want the ball, but we're probably not getting it much because we're young," said Browns receivers
coach Richard Mann.
Sunday's starting wide receivers for the Browns were Jackson,
who is in his second-year with the Browns, and Jamie Holland, who
was acquired last year.
Browns coach Bill Belichick said he expected to have veteran wide
receiver Webster Slaughter, and rookie Patrick Rowe with the team.
Slaughter, a contract holdout, was declared a free agent by a judge
in Minneapolis last week and Rowe is sidelined for the season with a
knee injury.
"I thought one way or an other Webster Slaughter would be here,"
Belichick said. "I don't think anybody anticipated it going the way it's
going, at least not this late in the season.
"We certainly anticipated Patrick Rowe being a third receiver, if
not a starting receiver," he said. "I certainly think he would have
been one of those had he not gotten hurt.
"We've been looking (for wide receivers)," Belichick said. "I feel
like we have a decent group.
"I felt like we had some depth and a lot of quality going into the
season.... but it hasn't worked out that way. Quarterback changes the
last two weeks haven't made it any better, either."
The Browns have a bye this week before hosting the Pittsburgh
SteelersOct.il.

OAKLAND, Calif. - Somehow
it seemed fitting that the Oakland
Athletics clinched the AL West
title without setting foot on the
field.
"Maybe this is the way it's
supposed to be this year," said
pitcher Rick Honeycutt.
"I think everybody really
wanted to clinch it on the field
and go crazy like you do, but this
year has kind of lingered on and
so maybe this is appropriate."
The A's had the day off, but
still won their fourth division title in five years as the secondplace Minnesota Twins lost 9-4 to
the Chicago White Sox.
The Athletics had their chance
to clinch in a ballpark over the
weekend when they played Milwaukee. The Brewers swept the
three-game series.

"We had an opportunity to do it
on the field but we just couldn't
get it done. It's been one of those

seasons," general manager
Sandy Alderson said.
The A's have been plagued this
year by a rash of injuries. Key
players, including Rickey Henderson, Dave Henderson and Bob
Welch, have spent time on disabled list. Then there was the
shocking trade of slugger Jose
Canseco.
"The story of the '92 regular
season definitely has been an absolute refusal to get discouraged," manager Tony La Russa
said. "You're talking about
major, major stars and key people dropping out at the worst of
times, and the club just refusing
to lose."
"It just goes to show you, you
can win the championship without your key players through the
year," said first baseman Mark
McGwire said. "Baseball is such
a long season. That's the one
thing Tony does. Tony keeps
pushing everybody and keeps
utilizing everyone he's got."
McGwire had 41 home runs
and 103 RBI before Tuesday

night's game against the Texas
Rangers.
La Russa said this division title
was probably his most satisfying.
"When you look at what this club
had to go through, that this is the
most demanding and therefore
the most satisfying regular
season championship we've ever
won."

Bar and Grill's back room.
"I tried to tell the kids when we
just walked up here, this may
never happen again," said La Russa. "You may never be a part of
a winning situation. It's too damn
difficult to win. So every time
you win it's real, real special."

"I think, before it gets lost in
all the comments about adver"Everybody picked up in past sity, you've got to recognize that
years, but this year they looked there's a talent base on this team.
at us and said, 'Well, we expect All the stuff about we should
the A's to take fourth place, we concentrate on who's playing and
don't expect them to be an upper- not who's missing," he said."You
division ball club.' But we fin- just don't win for six months if
ished it out," pitcher Dave Ste- you're just playing beyond yourwart said.
selves."
"I'm extremely proud of this
The A's open the playoffs on
team. Nobody once got into the Oct. 7 at the home of the AL East
fact that this team has more champion, either Toronto or
heart and more character than Milwaukee.
anybody else out there. That's
"When you start looking at our
why we won," said third baseman chances in the post-season, you'Carney Lansford.
re not going to win unless you
have some talent," said La Russa.
When the A's fate was sealed "We've got enough talent. But the
Monday night, witnessed on a story of this year, definitely, is
big-screen television in Mac's the guys not quitting."

Raiders falling deeper in a hole
by Craig Horst
AP sports writer

KANSAS CITY. Mo. - This hole the Los Angeles Raiders find themselves in may not only be deep, it may be bottomless.
To a man, the Raiders say they can climb out. But there is a long
way to go after the Kansas City Chiefs defeated Los Angeles 27-7
Monday in a game that was a must-win one for the Raiders even this
early in the season.
"We're just not playing well and it's my job to get them to play
well," Raiders coach Art Shell said.
Kansas City beat Los Angeles for the sixth time in a row, and the
Raiders have lost eight straight dating back to last year.
Todd Marinovich threw two interceptions as the Raiders increased
their league-leading turnover count to 15. Los Angeles now has a
takeaway-giveaway ratio of minus 12.
"It's difficult to be 0 and 4 knowing we have a good team, but we're
not playing well," Marinovich said. "Everybody will be jumping off
the bandwagon. LA is a tough place to play, so it will be a good test for
us as a team to stay together."
Barry Word pounded out 125 yards on 27 carries as the Chiefs held
the ball for nearly 35 minutes. Dave Krieg unveiled a quarterback

Who's Who Among Students
in American
Universities and Colleges
Applications and nomination forms
are available in Student Activites
and Orientation.
405 Student Services Building

draw play and scored two touchdowns, the second time he has done it
in his career and the first time a Chiefs quarterback has scored twice
since Bill Kenney did it Nov. 27,1983.
"It's an ideal kind of performance to be a coach, because while you
come out of it with a victory, we made enough errors to stay busy and
make some of the corrections that need to be made," coach Marty
Schottenheimer said as the Chiefs kept pace with Denver at 3-1 in the
AFC West. The Chiefs go to Denver next week.
Eric Dickerson tore through the Chiefs for a 40-yard touchdown
run and a 7-0 Los Angeles lead in the first quarter. But that was the
last noise the Raiders would make.
The Raiders had a horrible, backwards drive in the third quarter
after reaching midfield.
Steve Smith was called for holding, Marinovich was sacked for an
8-yard loss, Marcus Allen was stopped for no gain, a delay of game
penalty was called and Reggie McEIroy was called for personal foul.
Allen picked up three yards, giving the Raiders a third-and-43 from
their own 14.
A 31-yard punt gave Kansas City the ball at the Los Angeles 48, and
the Chiefs took nine plays to score on Krieg's 7-yard run that made it
17-7 two plays into the fourth quarter.

CAUTION!
BANNED BOOKS WEEK
SEPTEMBER 26 - OCTOBER 3, 1992

|
-r» r\ r\ n n-

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
HrUIRQ- Unn.Thura H_P
372-2851

HOURS: Mon.-Thur».
Frl.
Sat

Deadline for nominations is
Friday October 16 by 5:00 pm
With his OC Student Check Account,
Lester saved a tidy sum in service fees,
which he put to good advantage.

Interested in
filing >
Meet with admission representatives from all
Ohio law schools, as well as representatives
from selected other law schools, on:

Thursday, October 1, 1992
11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
in the
Student Union,
Community Room
This Is an excellent opportunity to learn more about legal education,
admission requirements to the various law schools, scholarships and
financial assistance, as well as a number of other concerns pertinent to
law school. Please Join usl
Sponsored by the Ohio Law Caravan and the
Bowling "Green State University Pre-Law Program

OC's StudentCheck Account lets you enjoy all the convenience
of an Ohio Citizens checking account for a fraction of the cost. It
takes just $50 to open, and all fees are waived when you maintain a
minimum balance. We just figure students deserve a break.. .and we
know you'll put the extra money to good use.

OHIO CITIZENS BANK

OC Branch 735 S. Main St. • MONEY CENTER 434 E. Wooster

8-6
8-5
9-5

Classified
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
TIFFANY TRENOR
BATHTUB RACE QUEEN

1092 Phi Eta Sigma Spring Initiates - H you
have not dona 10. pic* up your chamvptn and
certificate from Shelly. 372-10S4.

WAYTOOOAODIII
YOU GUYS ARE AWESOME
FROM YOUR COACHES-

Applicators for Phi Eta Sigma Fall Book
Scholarships are available outside Or. Navin's
office (310 BA) on Oct. 1. Applications are due
OctH.
BeaDJ.
Fall D J classes lor WBGUFM
starting Thursday. Sept. 24.1902
Classeswill be in 111 South Hall
at 9pm for 5 weeks
Be a D J for the -Radio with Teeth"
WBGUFM 88.1
BG UNIVERSITY YMCA
Membership Drive this week In the Union
Foyer. 10 am - 3 pm. Come see what we're all
aboutl For more info: Judy Flint 372-8723.
CKI-CKI-CKI-CKI-CKI
Circle K
Flee Night!
TONIGHT. 9:00
Volleyball. Walley bail.
Recquetball a Basketball
CKI-CKI-CKI-CKI-CKI
Come |oin in the fun - the University YMCA
every Tuesday at 9 00pm m IQSBA.
Don't jusl read history. Live it
The Society for Creative Anachronism
Thursday's, Memorial Hatl. 7:30 p.m.
(Dragon's need not apply)
UNIVERSITY YMCA
OPEN HOUSE
Thursday night, October 1 st
8:30 pm-10.00 pm
Ohio Suite in Union
Come Join In the Funlll
FOR MORE INFO: JUDY FLINT 372-8723
HAPPY HOURS
An Phi Eta Sigma Members 8 1 Guest
Upewn. Oct. 2,6-9pm
Free Pizza by Gourmet Pizza Chef & Prizes
Purchase Phi Eta Sigma Sweatshirst-820.
Prairie Margins submission deadline is October 2 (Friday) at 5 00 Still accepting poetry.
fiction, nonfiction and art in Praine Margins box
201 University Questions, call Chad al
352-0427.
PUBLICITY OFFICERS OF ORGANIZATIONS...
If you're having trouble getting the word out
about your events, SOLD has the workshop for
you. On Wednesday, October 7. 1992 in tie
Ohio Suite of the Union 'Creative Ways ID Publicize Events on Campus" will be presented at
7:00 p.m. Gardner MacLean of the Public Relations Office will be tie guest speaker. Call tie
SAO Office al 372-2843 tor leservations
Run for the Earth SK
October 10,1992
Oct. 6 S 7 Registration. Ed. Bidg 10-4
Raceday: Prereg • 8M Race 9 AM
Call tor info:
Sean 353-7317 or Todd 372-3007

SERVICES OFFERED
Do you need papers typed
Fast, Neat and Cheap
Call Nila 352-8970
Pregnant? We can help.
Free pregnancy tests & supportive services.
Call 354-4673. BG Pieonancy Centor.
You write... ril typel
Fast, accurate typing.
Please allow 2-3 days to type.

Call 353-5906.

PERSONALS
'"A-M A HAPPY HOURS
ATM.T MUGGS
7-9THURS.OCT.1ST~
'Delia Gamma'
The Sisters of Delta Gamma would like to extend their congratulations to Tiffany Wise and
Fran Kopittke on tieir recent pearling. We are
soexcited lor the both of you. Bestwishesl

Wednesday, September 30, 1992

The BG News

PHI KAPPA PSI
Alpha Phi - Shannon Mitchell - Alpha Phi
All those pearl jokes and all those dues
Tom finally put it in some booze
Now that Tommy took the hint
Wowl That pearl must have coat a mintl
Congratulations on your Pearfingl
Love.
Sherry
Alpha Phi - Shannon Mitchell - Alpha Phi
Alpha XI Delta
We love our Baby Fuzzies. Keep upthe good

■grill

Love, the Actives
ATTENTION DECEMBER GRADUATES
Place your order for cap and gown by November 16, 1992. Place your order at the gift
counter in the University Bookstore or by calling 2-2851.
Attention University Ambassadors!
General meeting:
Wed.. Sept 30.1992-9:00 p.m.
Key photo scheduled - Business Attire
Be ON TV. many needed for commercials.
Now hiring all ages For casting info. Call (615)
779-7111 Ext.T-883.
BGSU STUDENTS THE BESTi
THANKS FOR THE SUPPORT
SO FAR THIS SEASON!
7-0 AT HOME. SE E YOU 10/10
-FOOTBALL TEAUBigChnsThanks tor thinking ol me. Sorry you couldn't
be there, but you were there In my thoughts.
Hope you had fun with George!
Loveyal
If Beth
Bobs, skaters, wedge, lade, flap, buzz, high &
tight, spate, flat-tope, GO Look, aa IS 00
Campus Headquarters Salon' 354-2244.
Chns Corde
Happy21stBirthdayl
Signed. K.O.
Condoms By Mail. Protect your health A privacy with name brand condoms. Call 24 hours
lor free price list 1 -800-292-7274.
Congralualtions to Kappa Delta on winning tie
SPIRIT AWARD againl Keep up the GREAT
work. Let's go for a Kappa Delta record1 Also,
thanks to our awesome Phi Psi coaches We
couldn't have done it without your help!
HOMECOMING 1992
ATTENTION all organizations: If you are interested in campaigning for your candidate, you
may do so until October 4th but no lalerl
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: Flag
Football - Apply by Sept. 30 in 108 Rec Center
Must attend mandatory dime. Sept. 30,
710:30pm.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: Men's Flag
Football - Sept. 30: Women's Flag Football e Oct. 1 : Fraternity Ice Hockey - Oct. 5. ALL
ENTRIES DUE IN 108 REC CENTER BY 4:00
p.m. ON DUE DATE.

Jenny Cermona
Congratulations!!
The video is done, buffalos have come to BG
AND you're pearled to the greatest guy at
Miami. What more could you want? You've
done a great job with your office! Be proud.
Love & Hugs. Your Big
Kappa Delta LIT Jamie Young Kappa Delta
I'm so proud of you, you are an awesome Lil*
with an outstanding personality. Any time you
need me. I'm a phone call away. Remember
when you were a pledge & had doubts • I told
you how much I wanted you to be my sister.
You have made me so happy. I'm vary excited
about my Grand Lil'! I'm sorry I couldn't give
you a twin.
KD Love. A.O.T Big Tammy Johnson
Kappa Delta • Lil' Kris - Kappa Delta
I cannot wait to be united. You are part ol such
an awesome family. We are so proud of you.
Your last clue: My Big has short brown hair and
you might not know her. Are you confused?
You should bel
Love. Your Big

Kay-Dee Lil' Bonnie Kay-Dee
Welcome to the family. I am so excited you are
my btfle. Gat psyched for an awesome
yearlllKD Love 8 Mine,
Your Big rr>

KDKDKDKDKD
Ur Terry
,
Tonight you wil see
Just who I might be
So get psyched
For all the fun we'H have tonightl
Love. BIG???

KD' Grand Lil' Mary Ann Kozak ' KD
I'm so excited that you're my grand ir. Your Big
and I think you are the Best. See you tonight!
— KD Low, Grand Big
KD" Kappa Delta "KD
Lil' Rochelle Bemdt
All weak long I've given you dues.
Some made you happy, some may have confused
Tonight we will celebrate)
Because our family is great!!
Clue: You have a twin
Much Kappa Delta love. Your Big Sister
KD ' Kaopa Delta ' KD
KD' KD Jennifer Gailbraith KD ' KD
Get excited for Big/Lil' revealing. I cant wait
until you find out who I am. You will be surprised
KDLove,
Your Big

KD ' KD Little Heather S KD'KD
Today is Wednesday.
Sodonl be belated.
Bexaues later on tonight you'll
Find to whom you are related I
•Can't wait to see youl Love, Your Big

Pi Kappa Phi
Congratulations Laura Lozinski.
our newty elected Sweetheart I
Pi Kappa Phi

KDKDKDKDKD
KDKDKDKDKD
Lil'Tanya
You're an awesome Littlel
Love. Your Big
KDKDKDKDKD
KDKDKDKDKD
U'Kathy
Tonight will be neat.
Cuz we will finally meet.
Come to the house A don't be late.
As a Big/Lil pair I know we'll be greatl
KDLove. Your Big
KDKDKDKDKD
KDKDKD KDKDKDKDKD
lil KAcholleConnell
Tonights the night.
Soon youll know who I am.
But remember.
This week may have been a sham.
I know it's been trying.
Bui I just may have been lying!
Love, You'Big
KD Lil'Peggy Miller KD
Do you know who I am yel? No matter If you do
or you dont, youll find out tonight. Just remember this: You are in tor a BIG surprieel
Big??
KD Lil'Peggy Miller KD

KD' Rachel Carson' KD
Our big-n-hl pair
Will be the very best.
This year together
Will be a great big lest.
You are a cool addition
Toourlamitytrae.
You're the most awesome little
There will ever bel
Love, Your Big?

KD TIFFANY FLETCHER KD
Get excited cuz tonight's the night. I hope youll
be surprised when you find out exactly who I
am. This will be the beginning of the best
Btg/Littie team ever.
KDLove A MineYourBig??
KD'KD'KD'KO'KD'KD

KD-Kappa Delta-KD
Kappa Delta Fall Pledges:
Making a Splash in'921
Keep up the good workl
Love: Amy H.
Get psyched tor Big Revealing!

Lil'Sara Ughthlll
I can't wait to be a Grandbig. Get exdted tor a
superb year. January isn't that far away. Your
big loves you.
Love in KD.
Big Sue

KD-LiiCarla-KD
You don't know who I am.
But you'll find out tonight.
I just want you to know,
Youll always be in my heart.
Big??
KD-Lil'Carla-KD

KD-PhiPsi -KD-PhiPsI
To our coaches Eric and Man.
Thanks for being so awesome! Your enthusiasm helped us win the Spirit Award I We're
looking lorward to next y ear i
Love.
Tammy, Gretchen, Eryse A Krlsfy

M.CJ.
(Minority Career Institute)
"Your Future Is Now"
-FREE" Weekend retreat
at a luxurious hotel.
All majors are encouraged to apply.
MUST be a second semester freshman with a
graduation date no sooner than Dec, 1993.
Application Pick Up Points:
424 Student Services-Multicultural Affairs
360 Student Services-Career Planning
328 Union-Multicultural Activities
238 Administration-Cooperative Educ.
Applications must be completed and returned
by MON.. NOV. 2,1992 to:
328 Urson-Multicultutal Activities
NEON BEER SIGNS
Southwick Mall
Oct. 1st thru 4th

KD KD KD - Litle Laura - KD KD KD
Just when you thought you knew
You really didn't have a due
But cnight you will see
Just how happy you've made me
What a great big & iitoe pair well be.
KD KD • Love. Your Big ? - KD KD

Near One ma
NFMA'NFMA'NFMA
Are you a Nutrition. Dietetics or RestaurantManagement major or are you interested in
these majors7 Then the Nutrition and Foods
Management Association is for you. Come to
our first meeting on October S at 730 « the
Galleria of the Applied Human Ecoiogy&uMng
and see whet we are all about.
NFMA'NFMA'NFMA

KDKDKDKDKD
111'Colleen
Welcome to an awesome family I
You are a great Ul'l
I can't wait unsl revealing.
So we can be an official pair.
KDLove and Mine,
Big?????

KDKDKD KDKDKDKDKD
Lil Mary Ann
Try to guess who I am
I'm not Carl, Charlie or Sam.
But who I am, youll soon see.
I m a cheerful big in KD
Love, Your Big

KDKDKD KDKDKDKDKD
Lil'KimSkala
One. two. me and you,
Three, four, can't wait anymore.
Five, six. we'll have great kicks.
Seven.eight, my Lil' is great)
Nine, ten, forever friends.
Get psyched for big revealing I
•Love. Your Big KDKDKD KDKDKDKDKD

OOE TO THE PIKES:
You got 130 as you came in the door
THOMAS dropped his on tie floor
PAUL S HEIDI continued to fight
KENDRA 8 CHRIS are always a sight
WILLY continued to toast
TRAVIS seemed to have the most
SHANE was Steve from 90210
KATHLEEN 8 ANITA lost all control
LIZ A E. enjoyed their fix ups
Everyone loved the dixie cups
Although a few lost it on the bus.
We thank you for accompanying us.
Hopefully, you enjoyed Friday'Night
The PIKES madeTRIADjustrightl
Love. Your Fabulous APHIS

KD KD KD KD KD
WENDY MAGOTO
Roses are white
And ao is snow.
Come find your kite
And youll finally know!
Love. Your Big???
KDKDKDKDKD

S.O.L.D.
Student Organizations
Leadership Development
'Membership Applications'
Available Now)!
405 Studeni Services
Due Tues. Oct. 6 by 5 p.m.

FULL TIME -P.T.
16.25 TO START
Company expanding
Several positions available
Flexible schedule around classes
Call now at 321-5368
Hurricane, reconstruction A cleanup, many
needed. Both skilled 6 unskilled, men A women. High wges. for Info, call 815-779-5505 Ext.
H255

STAND UP COMEDY WEEK
Buy any video at regular price and receive any
Stand up Comedy video tree. Expires
10/2/92. Located at 140 E. Wooster.
LATE NIGHT VIDEO DELtVERS 354 5283

MEDICAL BILLING. Opportunity as a licensee
in your area tor national healthcare company.
Do Electronic Medical Insurance claims processing lor medical practitioners $30,000.00
PART TIME to over (80.000.00 FULL TIME.
Company training initial capital required
$6298 00 plus PC For more information by
mail call (803) 7459043 (24 hours).

STAND-UP COMEDY WEEK
Rent any one title at regular price and receive
any stand-up comedy rental tree. Expires
10/1 LATE NIGHT VIDEO DELIVERS
354-5283 - 140 E. Wooster

Need consultants to show new kitchen line al
home parties. Cookin' The American Way
offers excellent commissions. No investment.
free training. Get started in 3-4 days Phone
422 5129 lor more into.

TRAVEL FREEI SELL QUALITY VACATIONS
FOR THE MOST RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
COMPANYI JAMAICA AND FLORIDA. BEST
COMMISSIONS/SERVICE. SUN SPLASH
TOURS: 1-800-428-7710.
UAO is Sponsoring
CARICATURES
TODAY in tie Union Oval,
12-3 p.m.
Cost is only $1 001
DONT MISS OUT"
Want to see some Real Mud Slinging
This Election Year
Colege Democrats
vs.
College Republicans
Mud Volleyball
Sunday September 27.1 00 p.m.
College Park
"II takes all kinds"
Join us lor Koinonia Retreat. October 2-3
This is a weekend for putting it aH
together. Call St. Thomas More to register

352-7555

WANTED
Housemate wanted. Own room. $150 plus util.
Lance 655-3084.
Movers Strong, hardworking people needed to
help me move Oct. 3 Stan at 10am and work
ol job is finished. $6 an hour. Call Mary at
352-8287

HELP WANTED

PICTURE PERFECT
PHOTO CLIPPERS
Earn $75 to $125 per day. Work without pressuro Call anytime. 1 800 643 1345
Sales Reps needed - good pay
Macintosh Operators needed - Latino Newspaper. Call 1 800-484-4179. Ext 9351. Send
resume to 616 1/2 Adams Si Toledo, OH
43604.
The ColorWorks Collegiate Palmers is looking
for students to serve m management positions
in select Ohio. Michigan and Indiana cities during summer and 1993. Earnings begin at
$3,000 Top producer last summer made
$11,000 plus. For more into call
1-800-477-1001.
THE WAPAKONETA DAILY NEWS:
We are seeking a sales minded, goal oriented,
enthusiastic people person to join our awardwinning advertising staff For this entry level
position we offer an established sales territory
with protected accounts, salary plus commission, benefits, 401K. To arrange an interview
please mail your resume and salary history to:
THE WAPAKONETA DAILY NEWS
8 Willipe Street
Wapakoneta, Ohio 45895
Tutors needed; most academic areaa; $440
to $5.60 per hour; aee |ob board at Student
Employment Office.

FOR SALE
BAHAMAS TRIPS for 211
5 days/4 nights
Cruise passage, accomodations, morel
Great for Christmas/Spring Break
Only $500111
Call John 353-1610
Brother WP-75 Woid processor. Practically
new. For more info call Mike al 288-2558.

GREEKS A CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No coat
You aleo get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just lor calling
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

CHEAP! FBI/US SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
$200

86 VW

$50

87 MERCEDES
$100
65 MUSTANG
$85
Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE lnlorma»on-24 Hour Hotline
801-379-2929. Copynghl» OH17KJC
Stereo cabinet; glass doors and top.
19 3/4x23x42. $35 00

352-2195

$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products al home. Easyl No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREEInformation-24 Hour Hotline.
801-379-2900. Copyright i OH171KDH.
$252.50 Sell SO funny, college T-shirts and
make $252.50. No financial obligation. A Risk
Free program. Average sales time is 4-8 hours.
Choose from 16 designs. Smaller/larger quantitjes available. Ceil 1-800-733-3288.
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our circulars!...Begin NOW!... FREE packet! SEYS,
Dept. 238. Bos 4000, Cordove, TN
38016-4000.
Earn Free Spnng Break Trips a $2500 Selling
Spring Break Packages To Bahamas. Mexico.
Jamaica. Florida' Best Trips a PricesI
1-800-678-6386.
EASY WOHKIE XCE LLENT PAY I ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL TOLL FREE
1 -800-467-5566 EXT 5972.

FOR RENT
$100 off first month's rent. Stop by the office to
see our beautiful and spacious two bdrm. furnished units. Must bring this ad tor great savings
to ViBage Green Apartments 354-3533.
John Newtove Rentals has the following
apartments available for subleasing:
605 Second St. Apt. B: 1 Bdrm., Unfurnished.
$305 per month You pay gas A electric.
451 Thurstin Apt. 112: Furnished efficiency.
$275 per month. You pay electric.
839 Seventh St Apt IS: 1 Bdrm., Unfurnished.
$320 per month. You pay electric.
353-2260
Need sublessors Dec. thru Aug. tor spacious,
unfurnished, two bedroom apartment. All utilities included in rent except for electric. For into
call 35203115. Ask jennette or Stephanie or
leave message.

CINEMARK THEATRES
/■MMl-n/l A r- WIIIIIIIA'iU 5
CINEMA 5 nu
1234 N. Main St.

CENTER FOR CHOICE

II

CONdDtNTiAl HMiTH C*M *0» WOMfN

• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE
16 N. Huron
Toledo, Oh. 43604
Phone
(419) 255-7769 or
1-800-589-6005

CAPTAIN RON
Kurt Ruaol A Moflin ikon
W-U ';10,110, 5:10, 7:10, MO *
Mil. SATURDAY NIGHT

MyOyUol
•O-U ta0.4J0.7i00,»21*
HUSBAND A WIVES
Woody AlU, .Sta Fo.ro.
' ■«>■"■». *40
SNEAKERS
Robert Radford, Siddnoy Poliior. Don AyVroyd

»ll \:X,i:»,7M.f:tt
LAST OF MOHICANS
DaaU Doy UM

T

wmm'3°i»»«

UNtVUSAl SOLDIER
Von Oomoa A Dolpfc Undo/on
I 1:15,5:00
•Show* will OittfBt! Friday
* Ml PASSES
•LalBShonifri. & Sal. Only

104 S. MAIN

353 0988

quariums
|Over 140 Tanks Of Fish!!
A Feeder fish $1.00 a dozen
A 50 gallon aquarium $44.00
A Whisper 01 power niters $18.99
A Discount prices on
all accessories
PERRYSBURG
AQUARIUM
420 Louisiana Avt.
(41»)-874-6504

